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Going through the life of a PhD-student with all its challenges and experiences had a big life-

changing influence on me. The research itself and all the people connected to it with different 

mindsets but also living in a different country, in a city with many internationals, all those 

things have broadened my horizon and gave me a different perspective. Naturally, one cannot 

undergo all this without help from many others. I would like to dedicate this last chapter to 

express my appreciation to those who have played a role in this time. 

First, I would like to thank my supervisor Johannes for the opportunity to conduct 

the research for my doctoral thesis in his group. Thank you for your guidance, patience, the 

many technical discussions and those about theory, the hours in the lab to fix a setup or 

discussing the hardware and software for measurement protocols and data readout.  

Secondly, I would like to thank all members of the thesis review committee for taking 

the time and effort to review this thesis and for their suggestions for last improvements. 

Next, I want to thank my paranymphs, Marica and Margherita. Devoting your time 

and effort to helping me besides that you also must have a busy schedule is not a thing done 

lightly. Over the years we became good friends and I enjoyed being your colleague, but even 

more everything besides work. Especially, the wine tasting evenings, Easter brunches and 

dinners at Mangia’s belong to the best memories. 

Then, I would like to thank all the people of the research group. Fabio and Mathi, we 

shared most of our time as students. I will never forget the days and nights we tried to build a 

visible OCT with a source on a short loan. But we also shared all the ups and downs: the 

depression about non-functioning experiments and the need to meet ambitious research goals; 

the drunken nights trying to drown the sorrows about them; the visits of fascinating 

conference places and finally the euphoria when results come in and papers get accepted. I 

want to thank you that I could learn from you and for your companionship. Boy, as my work 

was strongly oriented on yours, you became a mentor within the group for me. It was not an 

easy task to get in your footsteps and continue from there but you always gave me helpful 

advises, helped me with experiments and the planning of it, taught me handy tricks in 

programming and more. Thank you! Mattijs, your SIFM setup was the one that intrigued me 

the most from the beginning and it’s unfortunate I never had the opportunity to work with it 

myself but learning with you the principles of how to estimate the Cramér-Rao bound and 

how to program maximum likelihood estimators laid out the foundation for my later work in 

OCT velocimetry. Thank you for your help in getting started in the group. I hope you are still 

doing well at Lumicks and the apple tree I showed you how to prune is still producing delicious 

apples. Kari, while normal people greet each other with “good morning”, we just shouted 

“JAAA”. I really appreciated your (dark) humor and your way of turning depressing things 

into jokes. Sometimes, when nothing seems to work, difficulties endless and hope seems lost, 

taking it with gallows humor is all one has left – especially when, at the end of the day, the 

liquor cabinet opened and … the rest is a little fuzzy. Despite what others may claim, this 

helped me a lot to get through the worst. Jelmer, for most of my time at the VU you have 

been our lab engineer and very helpful with many challenges we needed to overcome. 

Especially the design of flow phantoms and your help with the transfer of the PS-OCT to the 

hospital are the most important things I have to thank you for. Besides your professional help, 

I also enjoyed it to have with you another metalhead buddy in the group. You introduced me 
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to The Cave where we saw the last concert of your band and it was fun to have you for our 

daily nonsense the morning, lunch and coffee breaks. Liron, quite until the end of my work 

we held up the morning coffee breaks. I hope for the rest of your time at the VU you found 

another colleague to continue this tradition. I always enjoyed our chats about smart ideas in 

the development of experiments, motorbikes, inappropriate jokes and more. I wish you good 

luck with your own thesis and challenges ahead. Oleg, watching Bill Maher together was 

always a nice change to the regular lab work. Also thank you to Arjen, Ben, Bram, Dirk, 

Freek, Helene, Judith, Karolis, Lyuba, Margherita, Miriam, Valentina for interesting 

and helpful discussions, both - the scientific and the non-scientific ones, for joint adventures 

in combination with conferences and for a collegial atmosphere. 

Part of the PhD-studies is also teaching and supervision of students. I enjoyed both. 

Helping others to learn and to solve problems can be quite a rewarding task. I want to thank 

Joy and Maude in particular. Not only could I guide you through your Master-theses but you 

also contributed with them to research.   

At the very beginning of my program I started partially working at the Rotterdam 

Ophthalmic Institute and I want to thank all members of that group, as well. You gave me a 

first insight on the requirements of clinicians for medical technology. Koen, I will never forget 

one sentence: “You are talking about the solution but I want to talk about the problem.”. This 

anecdote is a good reminder for me how important the analysis of the root of a problem is 

and I certainly learned a lot from you. Henk, it was really interesting to get started by working 

on a project with you and learning about the challenges with the processing of patient data. 

Susan and Kedir, thanks for the fun road trip in the Rocky Mountains. 

At a later stage, my work continued in a collaboration project with the Ophthalmology 

department at the VUmc (now Amsterdam UMC) and I want to thank all of those members 

for their help. Especially, Aleid, Yvonne and Frank – it was very pleasant working with you 

and discussing results. 

In that context I would also like to that the staff members of the physics department 

and of the mechanical and electronic workshops. Without your support research couldn’t 

have continued the way it did. In particular many thanks go to Mario; I don’t remember how 

often I had to come to you because another fuse had blown in the galvo driver or something 

else was wrong. You saved me there quite a few times, despite the busy schedule of your own. 

Then, I would like to thank all other members of the whole section for the good 

research environment and discussions in section meetings. Andy, besides Fabio and Mathi, I 

shared with you most of the time in the office. Thank you so much for organizing the Chinese 

Hotpot a few times. I really enjoyed getting to know that. Erik, Kingson, Laura, Luca, 

Ludo, Marica, Mr. Other Max, Nelda, Steven, thank you all for the friendly atmosphere. 

Furthermore, I want to thank the members of the section of Physics of Living 

Systems. Especially in the beginning the connection between our groups was stronger and so 

were the joint activities and coffee/lunch breaks. Over the years it became lass and I hope this 

doesn’t fade away completely. 

With many of you I went on conferences and in combination often holidays together. 

Thank you all for that! The first awesome road trip in California after Photonics West gave 

me many ideas for follow-ups. I loved it! FOM @ Veldhoven was certainly also the kind of 
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conferences not only to be remembered by the scientific content. I had the chance to attend 

to two ARVO annual meetings in amazing places: Denver in Colorado and Honolulu in 

Hawaii. Besides that these conferences had the great concept of forming the interface between 

researchers for technical advances and medical applications, I will always hold on to the 

memories of these locations.  

To keep working on a research project, breaks and taking the mind off it to recharge 

are important things. That happened not seldom with Friday drinks and a whole lot of sarcasm. 

Thank you, all the regulars forming that sort of cracker barrel. Also all the other non-work 

related things made that time easier and welded the group(s) together: group outings, Easter 

brunches and other activities such as joint kayak tours, bouldering, movie nights, game nights 

and more – thank you all for that.  

Having a regular schedule for doing sports formed an important contrary pole to the 

work at the university. For me, it was canoe polo. In the beginning of my time I joined the 

team of the Amsterdam Vikings. I certainly learned a lot from you guys, thank you! Later I 

joined the KV Zeeburg. There I could help to build their first team and had first experiences 

to start coaching others. I enjoyed it a lot to see you all learn, improve and finding fun in the 

same sport I like to practice. To stop doing that when I left was one of the hardest things. I 

hope you could keep training and keep the team together. I wish you plenty of fun and success 

for tournaments. 

Meiner Familie danke ich für ihre Unterstützung, dafür immer einen Platz zu haben, 

um in der Urlaubszeit dem Stress des Alltags zu entfliehen, für Verständnis bei verpassten 

Geburtstagen und Familienfeiern und schlitweg für das Gefühl einen Rückhalt zu haben.  

I would also like to thank my friends with whom I shared an accommodation, went on 

concerts together or spent some spare time with other ways, especially thank you Chris, 

Dominik, Julia, Laurian, Martijn and Tobias. 

Besides the many technical and scientific challenges, the doctoral studies can bear many 

other issues that can shake somebody in ones very core. Seeing time flying by while the 

experiments do not show enough progress, thinking about the temporary work contract and 

all that is connected to it when it expires can make you very anxious. I thank Heather Awad 

for our sessions and your help to overcome these problems.  




